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Tsunamis Generated by Subaquatic Volcanic Explosions: Unique
Data from 1996 Eruption in Karymskoye Lake, Kamchatka,

Russia
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Abstract—The 1996 subaquatic explosive eruption near the northern shore of Karymskoye Lake in
Kamchatka, Russia, generated multiple tsunamis. We document the explosive process that produced the
tsunamis, and describe the tsunami effects and runup around the 4-km diameter lake. These data enable
the determination of an attenuation relation of runup (wave) height for these ‘‘explosive’’ tsunamis,
which is compared with theoretical models of wave height distributions. For the proximal zone,
involving radial distances (r) up to 1.3 km from the source, the runup height (R) shows rapid
attenuation (from \30 m to 8 m) with distance as log R= −1.98 log[r ]+2.6. For the distal zone,
r\1.3 km, involving mainly wave travel southeastwards along the body of the lake away from the
explosion source, R decays more slowly (from 8 m to 3 m) as log R= −0.56 log[r ]+1.9. Rapid decay
in the proximal zone suggests that near the source of the explosion, the tsunami propagated radially as
a collapsing wave (bore) with discontinuous change in height. The break-in-slope of the runup plot at
1.3 km suggests that beyond this distance the tsunami propagated approximately as a decaying
one-dimensional wave in a channel of approximately constant width.

Key words: Tsunami of volcanic origin, base surge, tsunami runup, underwater volcanic explosion,
Karymskoye Lake, Kamchatka.

1. Introduction

About 100 tsunami events of volcanic origin have been reported in historic time.
They are caused by a wide range of processes accompanying eruptions, including
volcanic earthquakes, caldera subsidence, pyroclastic flows or avalanches of hot or
cold rocks, landslides and, in 29% of cases reported, by subaquatic volcanic
explosions (LATTER, 1981). Understanding the mechanisms of the generation and
propagation of volcanic tsunamis is important because the tsunamis strongly
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expand the destructive potential of many submarine and coastal volcanoes (KIENLE

et al., 1987). Tsunamis generated by volcanic explosions are particularly poorly
understood because of the rarity of observational data. Wave-gauge records have
been created for only two tsunamis apparently generated by explosive eruptions,
from Krakatau, Indonesia, in 1883 (Verbeek, cited in EWING and PRESS, 1955) and
Myojinsho Volcano, Japan, in 1952 (UNOKI and NAKANO, 1963). However, for the
Krakatau data, there is no conviction that the tsunamis were generated only by
explosions because the eruption was also accompanied by strong earthquakes,
caldera subsidence, and mass movements (including large pyroclastic flows) (CAREY

et al., 1996).
Here we report the results of our observations of the 1996 subaquatic explosive

eruption at Karymskoye intracaldera lake. This event generated multiple tsunamis,
and we document the tsunami effects and runup. These data enable the determina-
tion of an empirical law of attenuation of runup (wave) height for these ‘‘explosive’’
tsunamis. Results are then compared to theoretical modeling.

2. The 1996 Eruption

Karymskoye freshwater lake is located in the uninhabited part of the eastern
volcanic belt of Kamchatka (Fig. 1). The eruption in the lake started in the
afternoon on January 2, 1996 and continued for some 10 to 20 hours (MURAVYEV

et al., 1997; BELOUSOV and BELOUSOVA, 1999). By the time of the initial observa-
tion during an overflight on January 2 at 15:40 to 16:10 local time, the ice cover of
the lake had melted, and a phreatomagmatic eruption of the Surtseyan type was in
progress from a vent off the northern shore. Initial water depth here was approxi-
mately 40–50 m, compared to the maximum lake depth of 70 m. The diameter of
the lake is about 4 km.

Explosions occurred every 4 to 12 min. Six explosions were observed with an
average interval of 6 min. Between the explosions the lake water was relatively
calm, displaying only intensive bubbling and steaming. The strongest explosions
initially produced a rapidly rising, smooth-surfaced bulbous mass of expanding gas
and pyroclasts maintained by surface tension within a shell of water. Within
seconds the shell expanded to 450 m high, then became unstable and was pierced by
multiple jets of a black mixture of pyroclasts with steam and water, of the type
named ‘‘cock’s tail’’ or ‘‘cypressoid’’ jets by THORARINSSON (1967). Analysis of
videotape of a number of explosions recorded by V. Bakhtiarov during the
overflight shows that the maximum velocity of the jets was about 110 m/s.

Simultaneously with the above, a light gray ‘‘collar’’ appeared around the focus
(epicenter) of the explosion, representing a nearly axially-symmetric elevation of the
water surface 130 m high that propagated radially at about 40 to 20 m/s to form
the tsunami. Meanwhile, within 15 seconds of the beginning of the explosion, the
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Figure 1
Karymskoye Lake, with inset showing location in Kamchatka, Russia. Numbers around lake are
tsunami runup heights (m); bathymetry contours (after the eruption) in meters. Stippled area on north
shore is new land formed in eruption, partly enclosing underwater crater defined by bulls-eye bathymetry

pattern.

cypressoid jets reached their maximum height of about 1 km, and then collapsed
back toward the lake to produce a base surge of pyroclasts, water droplets, and
steam, that moved radially from the stem of the eruptive column with a maximum
velocity of 20 m/s (Fig. 2). The interaction between the propagating base surge and
the surface of the lake water contributed to a complex wave formation. Above the
stem a white, pyroclast-depleted eruptive cloud convected to an altitude of approx-
imately 3 km.

Some of the observed explosions were weaker than the example described
above. Most of the explosions produced a single, near-vertical, column-like jet of
black gas-water-pyroclastic mixture about 100–150 m high. The column then
collapsed back into the lake, producing only a subtle base surge.

The eruption formed an underwater tuff ring of basaltic composition (52–53%
SiO2), with the deposit volume approximately 0.047 km3 (Fig. 3). The tuff ring
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Figure 2
Sub-lacustrine volcanic explosion in Karymskoye Lake at 15:43 local time, January 2, 1996. View from
SW. Collapse of eruptive column has produced base surge moving outward along the surface of the lake.

Diameter of the base surge about 1.2 m.

consists of sandy gravel layers, 10–60 cm thick, each bed representing a single
explosion. Taking on the nominal deposit thickness as 50 m and the average
proximal bed thickness as 25 cm, on the order of 200 explosions occurred, with the
average production about 2×105 m3 of tephra per explosion.
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Figure 3
Partly emergent tuff ring in Karymskoye Lake, with crater 600 m in diameter, formed by 1996 eruption. View from NE. The tuff ring partially emerged when

the water level lowered after the eruption. Note strong tsunami erosion on north shore.
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The steep northern shore of the lake adjacent to the tuff ring was violently
eroded by the tsunamis and surges, with all the plants and soil more than 1.5 m
thick stripped off and poorly consolidated bedrock exposed (Fig. 3). The damage
was produced not only by water waves, but also by vigorous flows of water droplets
and water-pyroclastic mixture ejected by explosions from the crater. Along the rest
of the shoreline, more than 1.3 km from the crater, the tsunamis carved new cliffs
extending 3 m high, eroded the upper layer of hard (frozen) soil up to 50 cm thick,
and inundated adjacent areas as shown by vegetation removal, or by the destruc-
tion of alder bushes. Within the band of devastation the tsunamis deposited several
discontinuous, finely laminated layers of sand and gravel up to 35 cm thick, with
scattered pebbles, fragments of plants, and clots of soil.

3. Runup Measurements

The distinctive band of devastation, as well as the tsunami deposits, allowed us
to measure the runup height of the tsunamis at 24 points around the lake (Fig. 4).
When we measured the runup in September 1996, the level of the lake was
approximately equal to that before the eruption. However, during the eruption, the
level of the lake was rising due to several processes. The most important of these
processes was the deposition of pyroclasts into the lake and the decrease of outflow
from the lake as a result of the blockage of the Karymskaya river outlet by a
pyroclastic dam. The level reached its maximum of 2.6 m above normal several

Figure 4
Runup height, R vs. distance from the crater, r. Note change in trend about 1.3 km from the crater,
Dotted line gives log decay as discussed in text. Dashed line is best fit to our data that approximately

matches l/r1/2 decay.
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months after the eruption, and then, when the pyroclastic dam was breached and
eroded, receded to the pre-eruption level (MURAVYEV et al., 1997). Because of the
above considerations, we assumed the level of the lake during the eruption to be
about 1 m higher than normal for our analysis. Thus the runup data in Figure 4
show the elevation data of actual runup measurements minus 1 m.

Because there were several tsunamis, the measurements represent the runup of
the strongest event(s). The highest runups (20–30 m) occur on the shore immedi-
ately adjacent to the tuff ring, 700 m from the center of the crater. For the proximal
zone, radial distances (r) up to 1.3 km, the runup height (R) shows rapid
attenuation with distance as log R= −1.98 log[r ]+2.6. For the distal zone, r\1.3
km, mainly involving southeastern wave travel along the body of the lake away
from the explosion source, R decays more slowly as log R= −0.56 log[r ]+1.9.
For the most distant points runup was 2–3 m.

4. Discussion

The above results can be compared to theoretical distributions of water waves,
noting that surface wave theory is available only for special initial configurations,
such as infinite water depth (POISSON, 1816), or constant finite depth (KRANZER

and KELLER, 1959). A further issue is the linkage between runup height and
‘‘deep-water’’ wave height, understood for simple geometric aspects (e.g., periodic
non-breaking wave propagating from constant depth), but with many unresolved
questions and no solutions directly applicable to the variable depths and oblique
wave propagation and refraction found at Karymskoye (SYNOLAKIS, 1987;
KELLER and KELLER, 1964; SLINGERLAND and VOIGHT, 1979). To a first approx-
imation it might be assumed that normalized runup and normalized wave height are
approximately proportional, considering that beach slopes are similar in most
sectors (HALL and WATTS, 1953); thus it is possible to consider runup decay as a
measure of wave height attenuation. Of significance is that an impulsive axial-sym-
metric wave decays as l/r in water of finite depth, but as l/r1/2 in a one-dimensional
channel, in this case letting r be the one-dimensional distance (KRANZER and
KELLER, 1959).

Comparing these relations to Figure 4, the proximal decay is seen to be
considerably more rapid than either relation indicated above, suggesting that in the
near field of the explosion the tsunami did not propagate as a radial solitary wave.
Apparently the waves were preceded by a bore with discontinuous change in height.
The conclusion is qualitatively supported by the strong erosive capacity of the
wave. On the other hand, the break-in-slope of the runup plot at 1.3 km suggests
that tsunami propagation changed properties here; distal attenuation was slower
and wave erosion far weaker. Indeed, the distal relation is nearly identical to wave
decay by the l/r1/2 law, suggesting that once the wave segments simultaneously
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intersected both the SW and NE shores, the tsunami then propagated toward the
southeast (Fig. 1) as a decaying one-dimensional wave in a channel of approxi-
mately constant width. Finally, an interesting theoretical aspect is that as water is
lost (thrown skywards) during the explosion, a negative bore should be expected
near the core of the explosion, travelling approximately with the velocity (gh)1/2,
where h is the depth, with other waves following by prescribed delay time
(KRANZER and KELLER, 1959). We have no observations to support this proposi-
tion, as explosion clouds precluded observations in this region.
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